
Sky-Watcher Introduces Evolux, The Lightweight 
Apochromatic Refractor Designed for Widefield Astroimaging 

 

 

 

Torrance, CA (March 11, 2022) – Building on its decades of innovation in astronomy instruments, Sky-
Watcher has developed the all-new, totally redesigned, Evolux -- built for the savvy astrophotographer 
looking for a lightweight scope that still packs a punch. With key upgrades in the optics and mechanics 
over our established Evostar series, Evolux is the perfect fit for a widefield grab-and-go setup. 

“Faster optics, lightweight, and improved ergonomics. The EVOLUX series represents a new era of Sky-
Watcher ED doublets.” says senior Sky-Watcher Product Specialist, Kevin Legore.   
 
Available in 62mm and 82mm apertures, Evolux comes in a foam-lined aluminum case with a 2.4-inch 
dual-speed rack-and-pinion style focuser, V-style dovetail, clamshell ring, adjustable dew shield, dual 
finderscope brackets, and the optional corrector/reducer. 

Gone are the days when imagers had to choose between massive rigs (with dedicated astro cameras 
that should have their own observatories) or featherweight trackers for their DSLR cameras when 
travelling to their local dark sky, campsite, or national park. We are witnessing the emergence of agile, 
yet sophisticated, astrophotography instruments that pack the performance punch of high-quality glass 
optics without the need for bulky mounting platforms and extensive setup routines.  
 
MSRP 
Evolux 82mm: $915 
Evolux 62mm: $475 
0.9x Reducer/Corrector for Evolux 82mm: $385 
0.9x Reducer/Corrector for Evolux 62mm: $375 
 
Please visit skywatcherusa.com for detailed product information and for a list of dealer locations. 

 

 

# # # 

https://www.skywatcherusa.com/collections/evolux-ed-doublet-apo-refractors


 

About Sky-Watcher 

Sky-Watcher, one of the world’s leading consumer telescope designers, is continually improving on its 
past innovations to bring to market precision instruments that discerning astronomy enthusiasts of 
every skill level desire. Sky-Watcher was launched in 1999 featuring a modest line of Newtonian and 
refractor optical tubes, with distribution in Europe and Asia. In 2000, Sky-Watcher released their first 
series of Dobsonian telescopes, and two years later answered the rising popularity of digital SLR cameras 
with their first version of the famed German Equatorial Mount, the EQ6. Today, with a full product line 
that includes Dobsonians, Apochromatic refractors, EQ mounts, and photography products, Sky-
Watcher has grown into the most popular telescope brand worldwide. 

Contact: 

Jeff Simon 
Director 
Sky-Watcher North America 
475 Alaska Avenue, Torrance, CA 90503 
jsimon@skywatcherusa.com 310.803.5954 
 
 

HI RES IMAGE DOWNLOAD LINKS 
Evolux 62mm:  http://assets.skywatcherusa.com/?c=521&k=7c2aa3a132 

Evolux 82mm: http://assets.skywatcherusa.com/?c=522&k=bc744e2790 

Reducer/Correctors: http://assets.skywatcherusa.com/?c=545&k=c7925c2adb 

 

CAPTIONS 
- ELEGANT DESIGN. NEXT GENERATION PERFORMANCE. 
- CRISP ED DOUBLET APOCHROMATIC OPTICS. 
- The new 62 and 82 APO doublets. Wide angle astrophotography in a compact package. 
- Designed for the savvy astrophotographer looking for a lightweight scope that still packs a 

punch. 
- Evolux has key upgrades in the optics and the mechanics, making it the perfect fit for a widefield 

grab-and-go setup. 
- Available in 62mm and 82mm apertures, Evolux comes in a foam-lined aluminum case with a 

2.4-inch dual-speed rack-and-pinion style focuser, V-style dovetail, clamshell ring, adjustable 
dew shield, dual finderscope brackets, and the optional corrector/reducer. 

- The lens assembly utilizes a proprietary combination of matched lenses that deliver tack-sharp 
stars with charcoal-black, contrast-rich skies. 

- Sky-Watcher’s Evolux apochromatic doublet refractors are the perfect blend of superior extra-
low dispersion glass and affordability. 
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